
 
                      RUN 2235 - A  VERY LITTLE BIT OF LITTLE ITALY IN MANLY VALE 
  
        Downtown Manly vale at the exotic CALABRIA Club was the setting for the 
HARRIETTES JOINT ANZAC DAY Run..... and what an enjoyable night it was. 
       The pack led by WITCH’S TIT and WRAPPER, who are both planning their big run 
in two weeks, took off along the beautiful secret river that eventually flows to Manly 
Lagoon.                                                                                                                     
   KITTY LITTER, leaving late after finally doing his shoe laces up crossed the footbridge 
and surprisingly found himself leading the motley pack of LARRIKINS, HARRIETTES, 
SHARKS and the POSH across the oval. 
      LIGHTNING and LOST PATROL led the way up the stairs, stairs and more stairs 
while LAST CARD LOUIS managed to entertain a young American Harriette from 
Washington D C who just happened to be staying at Lindfield .........how did she get 
home?..... 
     On reaching Freshwater the pack was quite lost until SPUD and HOARSE 
WHISPER, who being old Surfies new the area and found the path home up more steps 
towards Manly. 
     On reaching the Golf Course the Walkers and Runners separated and several Posh 
who were in deep conversation with certain Harriettes decided to continue on the 
Walkers Trail to continue hearing all the stimulating discussions........ 
      Back at the club where TIC TOC kindly brought the bucket, TOOTH FAIRY and 
KHYBER commented on a good run considering it was set by two women.......while 
CENTREPOINT had to leave as there was a new Cohen Brothers movie on at Chatswood 
at 8.30. 
     Dinner at the club was a club affair and the Italian Food and Pizzas were actually 
quite good. 
      JUNGLE JIM and PRESIDENT CALICI were heard discussing their next big Bike 
Ride which would be so much steeper next time and comments were made by MOTHER 
SUPERIOR about certain shoes and the size of certain Penises.......all in all a great night 
organised by the SYDNEY HARRIETTES 

 
               ON  ON 
  

   



     

 


